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f
Interrogative Justice in 

Héctor Tobar’s The 

Tattooed Soldier

Eric Vázquez

To imagine justice for the victims of acts of mass cruelty and collective 
terror entails significant risk. For the policymaker, imagining repa-
ration may risk overturning the social order on which her positions 
depends. For the novelist, the act of imagining may quarantine lega-
cies of atrocity into a handful of characters and discrete narrative acts. 
Authors of the Central American diaspora evade the representation of 
justice, preoccupied instead with representing counterinsurgent war’s 
costs and survival in its aftermath. Héctor Tobar’s The Tattooed Soldier 
features the most resolute, if not the grisliest, realization of justice 
in the literature of Central American diaspora: revenge against the 
former commander of a death squad. At the height of the 1992 Los 
Angeles riots, Antonio Bernal shoots the former sergeant Guillermo 
Longoria and drags his bleeding body into an abandoned tunnel. 
In his thirst for vengeance, Antonio requires that Longoria both die 
and recognize in whose name he dies. Antonio asks the bleeding 
soldier: “Do you remember Elena and Carlos? San Cristobal?” (To-
bar, The Tattooed Soldier 300). Weakened from blood loss, Longoria 
fails to answer; he recalls killing neither Antonio’s wife nor his baby 
because his offenses were so numerous. “There were so many villages, 
so many people,” he reflects. As Longoria succumbs to the tunnel’s 
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darkness, he travels back to a pristine Guatemala: “at the foot of a 
green mountain, wild plants and shrubs all around them, forlorn palm 
trees and tall milkweed.” In what may be a hallucination, a fantasy, 
or a magical-realist fracture in the novel’s largely realist narrative 
mode, Longoria returns to his boyhood, walking toward his mother 
through luminous cornfields. “So strange and happy,” the narrator 
suggests, “after all of these years, to be wearing his peasant clothes 
again” (301). In this moment Longoria analeptically returns to his 
mother, in an apparently Mayan afterlife, as the boy whose lingering 
during an errand found him conscripted in the Guatemalan military. 
This conclusion neatly secures redress for Antonio. At the same time 
it steals away Longoria, who is also a victim of circumstance, from the 
darkness of the tunnel—and of his crimes—and into a suspended 
and innocent past.

Critical attention to The Tattooed Soldier tends to interpret the 
novel and its capacity to address counterinsurgency’s legacies through 
a politics of recognition. Much of this scholarship stresses the novel’s 
pertinence to a demand for the representation of the Central Ameri-
can diaspora. Consequently, in adopting cultural recognition as a 
precept, these Latina/o literary critics often interpret the novel as an 
allegory for the diaspora’s success or failure to achieve recognition 
and inclusion within the broader polity. For critic and novelist Arturo 
Arias, the novel and its characters express the null space of Central 
American cultural and social identity within US multiculturalism. He 
argues that the novel exemplifies how “Central American-Americans 
end up in denial of their own beingness,” which “negates the pos-
sibility for an identity politics” and, by implication, any notion of a 
struggle for justice (Arias 183). Ana Patricia Rodríguez questions 
Arias’s pessimism by revealing Tobar’s references to Mayan cosmology. 
Thus translated into a mythological register, the story both becomes a 
cultural reenactment of past traumas and, in the process, restores to 
both Antonio and Longoria their common identity as Guatemalans. 
Crystine Miller rejects Rodríguez’s redemptive reading of The Tattooed 
Soldier and suggests that Antonio’s inability to recognize Longoria as 
a product of the same forces of US imperialism, racialization within 
Guatemala, and transnational migration that formed his life “prob-
lematizes the existence of a collective Latina/o community” (378–9). 
Antonio’s misreading of his rival, Miller suggests, analogically stages 
the Latina/o community’s failure to witness and, as a result, to include 
Central American trauma into the pan-ethnic community as a gesture 
of “redemption and healing” (370).1 In sum, existing scholarship on 
The Tattooed Soldier points to the paradoxes that arise from integrating 
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Central Americans’ experiences of socialized terror and dislocation 
into the broader social and cultural fabric of the US.

As one of the Central American diaspora’s first novels to reach 
a wide audience in the US, The Tattooed Soldier invites readings that 
investigate it through a cultural politics of representation, recogni-
tion, and repair. At the same time, literary scholars’ efforts to consider 
the novel through frameworks informed by the need to recognize 
difference demonstrate how recognition circumscribes The Tattooed 
Soldier’s various conceptualizations of justice. Commenting on the 
novel’s setting in the middle of the 1992 Los Angeles rebellion, Julie 
Avril Minich observes, “the novel presents seemingly disparate events 
in the United States and Guatemala (police brutality and military vio-
lence) as emerging from related historical circumstances” (216). Here 
Minich points to how Tobar further complicates matters by shifting 
readers’ scale of reference beyond the nation to consider injustices 
within a hemispheric frame and, thus, outside of the space where 
questions about the representation and recognition of marginalized 
groups are customarily entertained.

This essay recenters critical appraisal of The Tattooed Soldier to 
what I take to be the novel’s central premise: a prolonged exploration 
of the boundary between revenge and collective justice. I examine 
how The Tattooed Soldier reckons with the barbarity of war and the 
plight of its refugees by experimenting with distinct emplotments 
of and figures for justice. In order to sift through these distinct 
manifestations of redress, I contextualize the novel through repre-
sentations of Central American immigrants’ material conditions in 
The Tattooed Soldier and through the Central American diaspora’s 
defiant labor and solidarity activism, particularly in Los Angeles. 
Giving an account of these factors both prevents readers’ mistaken 
interpretations that vengeance represents a kind of poetic justice and 
illuminates underexplored moments in The Tattooed Soldier where two 
other, more radical forms of restitution emerge to exceed the indi-
vidualistic logic intrinsic to Antonio’s revenge: one manifested in the 
1992 LA riots and another, less defined and perhaps more utopian, 
which I call the interrogative mode of justice. My analysis suggests 
that a comprehensive reading requires situating Tobar’s novel within 
a framework that understands exploitative labor conditions and the 
predations of imperialist foreign policy as two aspects of the same 
problem. I argue that only the interrogative mode of justice escapes 
the recrimination of vengeance and encompasses the aftermath of 
imperial violence and the neoliberal exploitation suffered by immi-
grants.2 Living in the fallout from contemporary counterinsurgency 
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strategy in Iraq and Afghanistan that triggered seemingly endless 
war, US Central Americans themselves have often been the survivors 
of counterinsurgency and state terror, which is why the culture they 
have produced is crucial to thinking about the possibilities of justice. 
Pointing beyond the boundlessness of the War on Terror, The Tattooed 
Soldier imagines justice from these forms of conflict as more than an 
exchange (of suffering and of bodies) incarnated as revenge: that 
is, as a project of profound social transformation.

Revenge Mistaken for Restitution

As if to provoke readers’ wish for an undiluted moral distinction 
between Antonio and Longoria, Tobar self-consciously adopts a Mani-
chean framing of his novel’s principal rivals. The dichotomy emerges 
most clearly in their material conditions. Subsequent to his rueful 
flight to Los Angeles, and after years of struggling in low-wage jobs, 
Antonio finds himself without work or housing. By contrast, Longo-
ria works for a remesas (remittances) courier service. Like Antonio, 
Longoria’s American existence seems a far cry from the social situa-
tion of his childhood as a poor indigenous campesino (peasant). He 
too has failed to put the war behind him, as he perceives fragments 
of previous events everywhere in his life. Antonio, unaware of Longo-
ria’s residence in Los Angeles, happens on Longoria playing chess in 
MacArthur Park and recognizes the former sergeant’s jaguar tattoo 
and his “cara de matón,” or killer’s face, in which “[d]ead dictators and 
demagogues lived on” (25).3 Longoria fails to recognize in Antonio 
anything more than “una cara que da lástima” (80), a countenance 
that suggests the bad luck of the Guatemalan people. Tobar even 
conveys the rivals’ polarity in their names: emotionally and existen-
tially shrunken by his experiences, the narrator refers to Antonio by 
his first name while his rival, Longoria—a decorated veteran of the 
Guatemalan army and author of Antonio’s misery—is referred to by 
his family name. The story unfolds from the unforeseen encounter 
between the two men, after which Antonio finds a purpose: to avenge 
his leftist wife Elena and his baby son Carlitos.

Missing from this brief recounting of The Tattooed Soldier’s cen-
tral conflict is the transnational link that sanctioned the imposition 
of withering violence throughout Central America during the 1980s 
and 1990s, namely US Cold War policy in this region. Beginning with 
the 1954 CIA-orchestrated coup that instantiated a series of military 
dictatorships, US policy routinely distorted the politics and social 
relations of Guatemala and the surrounding region. Throughout 
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Guatemala’s thirty-six-year civil war, US military funds, arms, and 
personnel flowed into the nation. By locating Longoria’s military 
training at American bases in the Panama Canal Zone and at Fort 
Bragg in North Carolina, Tobar indexes this history of US support and 
intervention in Guatemalan affairs. The Guatemalan army’s strategy 
resulted in the deaths of over 200,000 Guatemalans, predominantly 
civilians, as well as the torture of thousands, the displacement of 
between 500,000 and 1.5 million people, and the indiscriminate 
killing of indigenous Maya that, according to David Rothenberg, 
“met the legal definition of genocide” (xxi). At the height of the 
Guatemalan army’s genocidal campaign, President Reagan insisted 
that Guatemalan president Efraín Ríos Montt was receiving a “bum 
rap” for his human rights record (Weisman 1). Given the enormity 
of these crimes, the destruction of Antonio’s family functions not as 
a metonym for Guatemala’s dead but instead as an indication of the 
difficulty of encapsulating this loss.

A further expression of the characters’ polarity arises in the 
chapters focalized through Antonio, which encourage the view that 
killing Longoria might serve to redeem him not only for his ostensibly 
craven flight from Guatemala in the aftermath of his family’s assas-
sination but also for his present state, adrift and homeless, in Los 
Angeles. Throughout Tobar’s novel, Antonio obsesses over Longoria 
by describing him as a walking embodiment of injustice and at other 
times as his categorical opposite: “There is a balance between us. We are 
opposites balancing a scale, we are mathematics. I am tall, he is short. I live 
under the sky, he lives under a roof. He has a girlfriend, I am alone. He has 
a job, I do not. He is the killer, I am his victim” (234). Prone to flights of 
fancy, Antonio imagines himself the champion of Longoria’s victims. 
“I did not bury my wife and child,” he admits, “but I can stand and 
seek vengeance, for them and for the many, for the anonymous dead” 
(183). Such thoughts imply that Antonio confuses the fulfillment of 
his personal vendetta with justice for all of Longoria’s victims. More-
over, when read through Antonio’s narrative, the murder becomes a 
fantasy of masculine agency: retaliation against the man responsible 
for his loss in Guatemala and his degradation in Los Angeles. Put 
another way, revenge fortifies Antonio’s identity just as it comman-
deers a common project of justice.

Within Antonio’s fantasy of redress, blood, as a multivalent signi-
fier, comes to serve as a mediator between the ends of his imagined 
moral polarity. Foremost among these valences, Antonio regularly 
invokes the spilled blood of his family and of Longoria’s numerous 
other victims to consecrate his wrath. But the meaning of the word 
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“blood” multiplies to include references to kinship, heritage, and 
identity. Marking not only scenes of brotherhood and the affirma-
tion of self but also the actualization of vengeance, blood is freighted 
with several contradictory logics that play out through the sequence 
of events comprising and contributing to the novel’s climax. Ulti-
mately, the conflicting meanings effected in Tobar’s descriptions of 
the bloodbath at the novel’s conclusion preclude the interpretation 
that revenge represents restitution or justice. Connoting both a 
fast-approaching death and the recovery of individual identity, the 
shifting significance of blood suggests atonement and transcendence 
via annihilation.

Frank, one of Antonio’s fellow homeless encampment-dwellers, 
first introduces blood as a metaphor for close-knit kinship when he 
facilitates Antonio’s purchase of the firearm with which he eventu-
ally kills Longoria. As he agrees to support Antonio’s mission, Frank 
proclaims, “We’d be blood after this,” a phrase that echoes as An-
tonio takes his silent leave of the camp just before the novel’s end 
(244). Having listened to Antonio’s plot and consented to help him 
acquire a gun, Frank declares that his partner’s entreaty for aid will 
bind him into a near-familial complicity with his accomplice. But 
whereas their compact results in a call to brotherhood on the part 
of Frank, Antonio seems to deny this potential fraternal obligation 
as he leaves behind both Longoria’s corpse and the camp at the 
novel’s conclusion. Having carried out his retribution, the murder 
nullifies his obsessive investment in his rival and frees him from the 
commitments necessitated by his desire for vengeance.

Blood takes on a more tangible quality through the stain left 
by the former-sergeant’s bullet wounds on his rival’s clothing. Re-
pulsed by the gore stiffening in the folds of his sweater, Antonio 
buries his bloodstained clothing. For all of his retching, however, 
Antonio muses, “The soldier has soaked into my clothes. This wetness is 
him, his lifeblood” (307). Paired with his evident repulsion, Antonio’s 
thoughts betray more than a little perverse awe, a feeling provoked 
by the sensation of blood that both signals Antonio’s victory and what 
seems a communion with Longoria as he dies. The passage suggests 
that through this moment of contact with Longoria’s fluid remains 
Antonio experiences a transcendence of sorts. Here blood is the cur-
rency for the exchange of bodies and lives enacted through revenge. 
If in the first instance Frank invokes the metaphor of blood (through 
blood’s tactility) with reference to the transaction of complicity for 
brotherhood, then in the second instance Antonio experiences a 
transaction of another sort. The exchange of Longoria’s death for 
that of numerous others produces an unsettling moment of rapture.
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The association between blood and transcendence culminates 
the day after the killing in a scene in which Antonio stands in ob-
servation of Longoria’s corpse. Here, the author synchronizes the 
termination of the murder plot with the principal characters’ recon-
ciliation with their pasts and, as a result, with their identification with 
their cultural origins. As he stands above Longoria’s half-submerged 
corpse, Antonio speculates: “The blood of Los Angeles was colorless 
in the black-and-white light of the tunnel. The blood of Guatemala 
was crimson under a tropical sun. The blood of Los Angeles might 
soon begin to fade. The blood of Guatemala was indelible” (304). 
At first glance, Antonio’s thinking appears ruthless: the blood of his 
wife and child, murdered in Guatemala, is ineradicable from his 
consciousness, but any traces of guilt eventuated by Longoria’s mur-
der grow dim with the knowledge that he has avenged his family. At 
another level, the passage suggests how Antonio reconnects with his 
identity as a Guatemalan. Through blood as metaphor for heritage 
and belonging, killing Longoria revives Antonio’s Guatemalan heri-
tage—characterized by vitality and unobstructed sight, and contrasted 
with Angelino blood—which is characterized by despondence and a 
diminished apprehension of the world. Conversely, Longoria’s death 
also reconciles him with his indigenous identity. Put another way, 
through Longoria’s transport into an idealized past (hallucination or 
not) Tobar illustrates the falseness of the soldier’s identification with 
the strictures of the Guatemalan military and the authenticity of his 
lingering attachment to his pre-conscription way of life. Vengeance 
in The Tattooed Soldier appears to be the means by which both men 
become who they really are. Through the sequence of events and 
shifts in signification—from blood as loss and brotherhood to blood 
as transcendence and identity—Longoria’s annihilation becomes a 
conduit of redemption for both characters. The revenge is therefore 
only a fantasy of justice, not of its accomplishment.

The paradox of the murder that restores the ethnic identity of 
both murderer and victim resembles the compensatory dynamic that 
Wendy Brown identifies with certain forms of the politics of recogni-
tion—what she calls “the politics of recrimination” (74). The economy 
of perpetrator and victim installed at the center of the politics of re-
crimination seeks not, Brown argues, “emancipation for the injured 
or the subordinated, but the revenge of punishment, making the 
perpetrator hurt as the sufferer does” (27). Brown worries that the 
ways some historically disempowered subjects describe their pursuit 
of justice imagines an ontological relationship between historical 
wounds and those who suffer them. In other words, by shifting into 
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a moral register through the victim/culprit dynamic, these subjects 
cannot imagine “triumphs over [their] pain” (Brown 74). Instead, 
historically disempowered subjects may depoliticize social struggle by 
predicating intracommunity alliances and the recognition of identity 
exclusively via historical injuries.

If Antonio and Longoria have anything in common, it is their 
circumscription by history and memory. Understanding Longoria’s 
slaying as a fantasy of justice reminds us that Antonio too is trapped 
by his history and that he mistakes his act for a triumph not only over 
his personal vendetta but over the massacre of “unknown thousands” 
(Tobar, Tattooed 208). Tobar’s final portrait of the half-submerged 
corpse—“the black well of his mouth opened to the ceiling, as if to 
gather the water that fell around him in steady drops”—disturbs the 
novel’s orderly closure (309). Having bled to death in the waters 
that now surround him, the dead man’s body mimics a gesture of 
taking in sustenance. As The Tattooed Soldier’s last look at Longoria, 
the contradictory image of the dead man who simulates the work of 
living raises doubts about the murder as a means of redeeming either 
character. This image points to the gap between Antonio’s fantasy of 
justice and the question of justice for massacre and socialized terror. 
Reckoning with the legacies of counterinsurgency policy in Central 
America and extricating the novel’s radical imaginary of redress, then, 
demands a more transnational frame that accounts for populations 
aggrieved by US interventionism.

Central American Immigrants: Between Invisibility and Exposure

US involvement in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua is in part 
responsible for the mass exodus from the region during the 1980s 
and 1990s. According to Nora Hamilton and Norma Stoltz Chinchilla, 
“U.S. foreign policy appears to have been more effective in generating 
refugees than U.S. immigration and refugee policies have been in 
preventing their entry” (“Central American Migration” 47). Central 
American immigrants during this period serve as evidence for Juan 
Gonzalez’s argument that shifts in US foreign policy toward Latin 
America propel immigrants toward the US from its southern neigh-
bors.4 Evidence for these claims can be found in the 1990 US Census, 
which ascertained that two-thirds of Central American US residents 
had arrived in the previous decade (Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla, 
“Central American Immigrants” 187). The census also determined 
that, of the 301,567 Salvadorans and 159,268 Guatemalans living in 
Los Angeles, 75 percent arrived in the 1980s (Hamilton and Stoltz 
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Chinchilla, Seeking 51). These statistics establish a strong correlation 
between the rise in Central American immigrants and the spread of 
conflict in the region during the 1980s.

They also suggest that in order to achieve a fuller account of 
justice in The Tattooed Soldier one need understand this generation of 
immigrants as not merely refugees of national conflicts but also as 
refugees of imperialism. The bookish and morose Antonio fits many 
of the characteristics of the 1980s and 1990s generation of Central 
American immigrants who flocked to the US. However, because both 
of Tobar’s central characters are perpetually semisubmerged in their 
histories, they rarely take account of their present in the US as immi-
grants, preferring to interpret the misfortunes of life in Los Angeles 
as recurrences of episodes that took place in Central America. The 
Tattooed Soldier reproduces these social conditions via the themes of 
invisibility and exposure.

The novel’s readers encounter the perils of invisibility as José 
Juan, Antonio’s former roommate, disappears for eight days from 
their homeless encampment while looking for work. Like Antonio, 
José Juan is undocumented, and Antonio wonders what possible 
hazards may have befallen him. “Of course,” he broods, “it was also 
possible that he had been mugged or run over by a car or arrested 
by the immigration police. So many different tragedies could swal-
low a poor man in Los Angeles. Antonio was always reading in La 
Opinión about immigrants who died on the freeway or in factory 
accidents so far from home and family that there was no one to pay 
for their funerals” (254). This moment of lament over José Juan’s 
unknown whereabouts reveals not only the perpetual dangers faced 
by undocumented immigrants but also how these immigrants be-
come socially invisible, lacking families and communal networks to 
defend, support, or identify them. Although José Juan is Mexican, 
not Central American, his insecure legal circumstances are identical 
those of many Central American immigrants to the US during the 
1980s and 1990s.

Despite the risk of accidental and anonymous death in a foreign 
land, American immigration courts rejected Salvadoran and Guate-
malan petitions for asylum during the early 1980s almost as a matter 
of course. As Terry Repak explains, “[p]olicies concerning refugees 
tend to reflect biases in U.S. foreign policy interests” (17). Reagan-
era immigration courts “granted asylum to a majority of applicants 
who were fleeing from Communist countries (such as Cuba), while 
denying refugee status to those fleeing from countries that were 
nominally sympathetic to the United States” (Repak 17). Illustrating 
this point, Repak compares the acceptance of 60 percent of Iranian 
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applicants for asylum to a meager 3 percent of Salvadoran applicants 
during the 1980s (17); similarly, 40 percent of Afghani applicants were 
granted asylum versus 0.4 percent of Guatemalan applicants (135).

Undocumented Central Americans in the Reagan era con-
fronted two forms of invisibility: the possibility that they might van-
ish from their communities and far-flung support networks, and the 
state’s refusal to recognize the threat to life and limb from which 
these immigrants escaped. Susan Bibler Coutin describes Central 
Americans’ invisibility as a kind of nonexistence: “Individuals who 
are physically present and socially active in the United States can 
nonetheless lack legal status in this country. Conversely, individuals 
who are legally present in El Salvador and who have Salvadoran citi-
zenship can be persecuted in ways that negate both their citizenship 
and their humanity. I refer to the domains occupied by such legal 
nonsubjects as spaces of nonexistence” (27). Denied the rights of legal 
entrants, resettlement services, and legal recourse for injury—as well 
as threatened with deportation and death, torture, or slow material 
degradation—US immigration policy excluded Central American 
immigrants from the country’s legal and social bodies. Coutin relates 
an instance from her ethnographic work at an immigrant legal aid 
organization during which a Central American proclaimed, “We need 
to be here legally or it’s like we’re not here” (29).

Characters in The Tattooed Soldier confront their exposure to 
economic exploitation in the menial jobs they work. Antonio, whose 
Guatemalan college education counts for little in the US, buses tables 
in Los Angeles. These fictional representations echo the actual con-
ditions of Central Americans in the US. A 1996 study determined 
that, like many Mexican immigrants, Salvadorans and Guatemalans 
worked primarily blue-collar and service jobs as janitors, dishwashers, 
busboys, domestic servants, childcare workers, gardeners, garment- 
and furniture-factory laborers, construction workers, and day laborers 
(Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla, Seeking 76). The majority of Central 
American immigrants remained isolated in these sectors, finding few 
opportunities for upward mobility. These 1980s barriers to mobility 
anticipated the “hour glass economy” of the 1990s (Seeking 73), in 
which the number of jobs increased at both the bottom and the top 
of the income ladder, which offered little hope to new immigrants. 
Additional problems related to unskilled work included low pay, 
unhealthy working conditions, fear of INS raids, speed-ups in indus-
trial work, nonpayment of wages, and social/cultural sequestration.

We might then suppose that Tobar strives to encapsulate the 
immobility of and risks encountered by immigrants within this new 
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economy. Many immigrants fled 1980s Central America due to dete-
riorating material conditions as a result of war and the official policies 
of “economic sabotage” conducted in both Nicaragua and El Salvador 
(Molloy 61). To classify the bulk of Central American immigrants as 
merely economic migrants, as the INS frequently did, is thus to mis-
represent the political contexts that generated failing economies and 
forced people northward into similar or worse economic situations.

Tobar foregrounds the exposure of immigrants to market forces 
by opening The Tattooed Soldier with a scene in which Antonio and José 
Juan’s Korean landlord evicts them. Antonio laments his integration 
into LA’s neoliberal economy as a kind of personal diminishment, a 
circumstance only compounded by his traumatic experiences: “Every-
one took a step down, but Antonio had dropped further than most 
because he carried the unbearable burden of what he had seen at 
his house in San Cristóbal so many years ago” (52). Depressed over 
the trauma of losing his family, Antonio falls into unemployment 
and destitution. As he and José Juan wander the streets, lugging their 
belongings in a Hefty bag, they notice how passersby refuse to meet 
their eyes. “He was used to being unseen,” Antonio makes clear (10): 
“There was the invisibility of being a bus boy, of walking between 
the tables unnoticed, a shadow rolling the cart, clearing the dishes. 
But this was another kind of invisibility. People now made a point of 
turning away from him, just as Antonio had turned away from the 
hopeless men he saw in this same condition.” This passage combines 
the two themes I have traced through The Tattooed Soldier. Invisibil-
ity here takes on a distinctly socioeconomic valence, and exposure 
becomes the onlooker’s unwillingness to see and, by refusing to see, 
the abandonment of Antonio to his fate. Eye contact entails ethical 
engagement and averting one’s eyes is tantamount to the rejection of 
that ethical obligation. In a way, this scene dramatizes the geopoliti-
cal ramifications of the American citizenry’s widespread ignorance 
of the US government’s imperial machinations in Central America. 
However, through the parallel between Antonio’s invisibility as a 
busboy and as a survivor of empire, Tobar offers not an indictment 
of the American people but a critique of the enabling conditions 
that make it in one’s interest to ignore those who struggle and suffer.

Because the US government disowned its role in propelling 
immigrants northward, it also rendered Central American migrants 
legally and socially nonexistent but simultaneously exposed and 
defenseless in the face of economic exploitation. To interpret The 
Tattooed Soldier as an examination of forms of justice that skews toward 
anti-imperialism requires that literary critics incorporate the struggles 
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of empire’s refugees into the novel’s formulations of justice. Tobar 
seems to have something similar in mind when, in his 2005 book 
Translation Nation, he explains that the 1992 LA riots manifested a 
reaction to the Central American experience of exposure. It was a 
“predictable response of a people with a lesser legal and political 
status, a people who had come to believe . . . that they lived outside 
the protective shelter of American democracy,” he writes (30).

Riots as a Configuration of Justice

Having detailed the numerous difficulties against which the Central 
American diaspora struggled in the 1980s and 1990s, I now consider a 
configuration of justice inclusive of these heterogeneous grievances. 
Perhaps the search for a form of restitution that involves justice for 
injuries suffered and emancipation from those injuries requires turn-
ing toward The Tattooed Soldier’s image of justice as a kind of free-for-all 
in which characters improvise collective and individual retribution 
as compensation for years of subjugation, exploitation, and neglect. 
The novel’s second configuration of justice—distinct from murderous 
retribution—derives from its manifold depictions of the 1992 LA riots. 
In The Tattooed Soldier, the uprising’s participants express versions of 
emergent collectivity in which demonstrations, confrontations with 
the police, and calls for insurrection occur and then diminish into 
a mere festival of “settling of accounts” (283).

Most understand the weeklong civil disturbances as a response 
to the acquittal of police officers accused of brutally beating an un-
armed African American man, Rodney King. However, scholars read 
the riots as the culmination of economic, racial, and ethnic tensions 
that were pervasive in late-1980s and early-1990s Los Angeles.5 The 
LA riots’ “simultaneous tumults,” Mike Davis asserts (“Embers”), de-
rived from a combination of desperation about the shrinking labor 
market, the “accelerated decay of the public sector” (Davis, “Who” 
6), impunity for those who commit crimes against people of color, 
and a larger urban racial crisis. Although “Black rage” (Davis, “Who” 
3) gained center stage in media coverage of the Riots, the press 
neglected to represent what Davis describes as “Latino alienation,” 
preferring to endlessly reproduce images of the “Latino looter” (Zil-
berg 188). Latinos/as and undocumented immigrants comprised 
a significant majority of those arrested during the riots. This fact 
attests to how the Riots channeled unrest among Central American 
immigrants (whom Chicano politicians accused of the looting) and 
other Latino/a groups.
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Tobar’s role as a correspondent for the Los Angeles Times dur-
ing the riots required that he retain some fidelity to the events he 
witnessed. What began as a “replay” of the 1965 Watts riots, Tobar 
explains, “evolved into a parallel immigrant looting festival that would 
in a matter of hours become much bigger in breadth and scope than 
its African-American twin, spreading to places far from the conflagra-
tion’s point of origin in South-Central Los Angeles” (Translation 30). 
Put another way, the simultaneous disturbances consisted of multiple 
events instigated by a suspension of the city’s laws and a status quo 
that offered participants the opportunity for a festival of minor re-
dresses. As if to reflect the assortment of grievances and mixture of 
populations encompassed in the riots, the multiethnic characters in 
The Tattooed Soldier experience the upheaval as a multivalent expres-
sion of social discontent.

One of the novel’s more politicized representations of the un-
rest comes from Antonio’s fellow encampment-dwellers, the Mayor 
and Frank. Having just returned from a violent demonstration at the 
headquarters of the Los Angeles Police Department, Frank proclaims, 
“Hey, my little Spanish friend, we’re back from the war. . . . Back from 
the revolution” (275). “That’s what they’ll call it. The historic battle of 
the Parker Center. When the people got theirs,” adds the Mayor. As 
homeless African American men, Frank and the Mayor join crowds 
clashing against the LAPD as a means of asserting agency and seek-
ing redress for past injuries. While these men celebrate what appears 
to them as a collective insurrection against established powers, their 
revolution quickly sours. “The fun was gone after the fourth hour. 
Right, Mayor?” Frank declares (303). “The hoodlums took over,” 
he continues: “No spirit out there. Just me, me, me.” The looters’ 
selfish individualism undercuts Frank’s interpretation that the riots 
manifest a unified insurrection, even as he and the Mayor snatch a 
transistor radio and underwear to fulfill personal needs long unmet.

In another vein, some characters use the riots as a chance to 
fulfill smoldering vendettas, ones typically suppressed by fear of 
punishment or their habitual sense of subservience. Witnessing the 
plundering of an auto shop inspires José Juan: “I’m going to get my 
money from el Armenio. Or get even, at least. He owes me five hundred 
and sixty dollars” (282). Like other undocumented laborers, José 
Juan cannot take his employer to court for nonpayment of wages. 
Instead, the riots offer a permissive context that allows him to carry 
out his vendetta against a previous, Armenian employer. “Someone 
had declared this the municipal day of settling accounts, a day for 
all vendettas, private and public,” Antonio observes, encapsulating 
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the city’s atmosphere during the riots (283). Enveloped in an en-
vironment of lawlessness where power relations seem temporarily 
reversed, Antonio too partakes in the “settling of accounts” by mur-
dering Longoria. As his resolve to kill the tattooed soldier intensifies, 
Antonio recognizes echoes of his determination in the crowds: “My 
madness is everyone’s madness” (294). It would seem that the riot-
ers have become infected with his compulsion to seek vengeance, 
reproducing en masse his retribution.

The unity of purpose Antonio perceives in the crowds of LA’s 
impoverished residents is not, however, isolated to his interpretation. 
The novel captures the happy disbelief of looters through disem-
bodied voices that declare, “No one will catch us. No one will catch us 
because we are hundreds” (281). This rudimentary form of collectivity 
convenes on both the commodities seized by those ransacking the 
auto shop and the multiple quotidian subordinations experienced 
by Central Americans in LA:

Housekeepers, garment workers, bus boys. Mexican, Honduran, 
Costa Rican, Nicaraguan. And of course his countrymen, Guate-
maltecos. It was a day without submissiveness, a day without coffee 
to pour or strangers’ babies to feed or the whir of sewing machines 
in a factory. It was a day to liberate toolboxes and diapers from their 
glass cages. A day when all the pretty objects in the store windows 
would mock them no more. (283)

The unexpected opportunity to pillage necessities and non-necessities 
in ways that don’t require the constant calculation and anxiety that 
poverty brings seems a kind of liberation, or at least a suspension of 
the downward pressure of racialized and undocumented exploita-
tion. In Translation Nation, Tobar explains the classed valences of the 
riots’ looting, arson, and confrontations with the police: “It was the 
first Latin American-style class uprising in United States history, the 
same kind of visceral expression of rage that over the centuries had 
led peons to burn down the hacendado’s [plantation owner’s] home” 
(31). Put another way, the expansive public expression of discontent 
signaled a class-oriented collectivity, one deriving from the political 
culture of Latin America.

However, this suspension of what Tobar describes as “the city’s 
stultifying sociological discipline” came to an end after five days of 
unrest (Translation 31). In the novel, Antonio acknowledges the 
resumption of the usual state of affairs: “The rebellious waitresses 
and nannies and bus boys had gone back to their overcrowded apart-
ments. For the foreseeable future the revolutionaries had retired to 
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the glow of their television sets and the variety shows beamed in from 
Mexico City” (Tobar, Tattooed 306). The uprisings do not coalesce into 
political aspiration but instead pass like atmospheric phenomena: 
“a fleeting storm gone out to sea.” In Tobar’s writing, the rioters’ 
divergent expressions of the need for justice and popular reprisal do 
not resolve into a viable demand or a common good that might be 
pursued. Instead, the crowds of the LA uprising exhaust their rebel-
lion on settling accounts, apparently consenting to their continued 
submission. Writing about the 2005 riots in France, which had similar 
contributing factors, Alain Badiou characterizes such disturbances 
as collapsing in on their immediate context: as “stagnating in [their] 
own social space” and failing to extend a political demand out of 
collective dissatisfaction (23). By comparison, the LA riots seem to 
unchain sociologically determined unrest only to resume the status 
quo once the dissatisfaction has found expression.

For all of Tobar’s work to salvage the LA riots’ liberated climate 
and to document its multifarious grievances, in my reading these 
uprisings do not represent a viable form of justice. This has less to 
do with the riots’ fleeting quality than with how their short-lived 
nature evolved from the dispersal of participants into individualized 
pursuits. Atomized by the prospect of unrestrained consumerism in 
conditions of salient material need, the rioters lack a common project 
to address the problems of US imperialism in Central America and 
its ramifications in Los Angeles as opened up in The Tattooed Soldier. 
With incomplete or inadequate resolutions to its principal dilemmas, 
the novel presents literary critics with an impasse in the search for 
representations of justice. Such predicaments require that interpreta-
tion move from the content of the text to the extant political practices 
of, in this case, Central American immigrants in Los Angeles, which 
in turn point to aspects of The Tattooed Soldier in which the possibility 
of viable redress remains imaginable.

The Interrogative Configuration of Justice

On a walk through MacArthur Park with his girlfriend, Reginalda, 
Longoria crosses paths with a massive demonstration in support of 
revolutionaries in El Salvador and Guatemala.6 The protestors hold 
flags and banners that declare, “Alto a la Repression en El Salvador 
y Guatemala” (End Repression in El Salvador and Guatemala) and 
“Apoyo Total a la Lucha Armada” (Absolute Support to Armed 
Struggle) (Tobar, Tattooed 67). Longoria approaches the center of 
the demonstration, outraged that these “communists” are allowed to 
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“mouth their hateful ideas freely and openly,” whereas “[i]n Guatemala 
we knew how to handle these people” (68). As the speaker concludes her 
speech, the demonstrators raise their voices and “a thousand brown-
skinned fists rose simultaneously in the air, surrounding [Longoria] 
like a forest of bare, knobby tree trunks.” This curious image captures 
Longoria’s hostility and profound alienation from the protestors by 
petrifying them into immovable, lifeless stumps, perhaps recalling 
the scorched forests and villages that remained after his battalion’s 
operations in Guatemala. Percolated through Longoria’s Cold War 
paranoia, the rally is situated in the novel like an epiphenomenon, 
as more a hallucination of totalitarian uniformity than a substantial 
representation of politics.

However, as The Tattooed Soldier’s only direct representation of 
LA’s grassroots politics, Longoria’s tendentious version of the dem-
onstration boils down to a mere mention of the vibrant, creative, and 
resilient political engagement by those of Central American heritage 
during the 1980s and 1990s. Members of this generation of immi-
grants to LA refused to be cowed by their circumstances and pursued 
activism that both sustained and extended Central American revo-
lution into the US, principally through anti-intervention and labor 
activism. Because the diaspora’s opposition to both US imperialism 
in the isthmus and LA’s neoliberal labor practices produced its most 
visible political mobilizations during the 1980s and 1990s, these politi-
cal manifestations represent both collectively recognized grievances 
and common aspirations. Awareness of these twin calls for redress 
guides my argument to The Tattooed Soldier’s third conceptualization 
of justice, through figures that simultaneously refer to the calamities 
of imperialism and the failings of capitalism in the US. These figures, 
I assert, represent a question and an answer to the injustices suffered 
by Central Americans and those of Central American heritage in the 
US: what I call the interrogative configuration of justice.

One precondition for this increased mobilization might be the 
upsurge of movement activists, opposition political leadership, and 
former guerrillas among the many fleeing north beginning in 1981. 
Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla note that in El Salvador and Guate-
mala “governmental and extragovernmental repression” intensified 
violent repression against all forms of dissent in the early eighties 
(“Central American Migration” 88): members of popular organiza-
tions, unions, and cooperatives, as well as the leadership of campesino 
and indigenous movements, joined the current of immigrants escap-
ing north. Bereft of their previous political networks, some of these 
Central Americans “helped turn Los Angeles into a center of Central 
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American-oriented organizing activity, a laboratory for strategies and 
organizing styles, and an incubator for leadership that later left to 
organize elsewhere” (Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla, Seeking 151).

For example, Central American immigrants catalyzed the anti-
intervention and peace movements throughout the US, particularly 
in Los Angeles. Although Anglo Americans and other Latinos/as 
carried out much of the solidarity work, sociologists have argued that 
immigrants and revolutionaries from Central America contributed 
a unique ethos to the anti-intervention movement. According to 
Héctor Perla, these activists inspired North Americans in three ways: 
by transmitting a “mística” (154), or revolutionary mystique, which 
demonstrated a selfless morality against the vices produced by capital-
ism and dictatorship; by providing a positive sense of affiliation and 
optimism about the success of the movement; and through testimony 
that enabled solidarity movements to recruit others or pressure the 
political establishment to oppose intervention.

Beyond uniting organizations through ethos and passionate 
engagement, Central American immigrants founded some of the first 
solidarity organizations in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Salvadoran 
and Nicaraguan exiles and children of immigrants formed the first 
solidarity committees in San Francisco, and in conjunction with Chi-
cano movement veterans and other North Americans they published 
newspapers, organized marches, pushed for Congressional hearings 
on US intervention, and occupied consulates to protest conditions in 
the isthmus.7 According to Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla some of 
the “strongest and most enduring” organizing came from supporters 
of the Popular Liberation Forces of Faribundo Martí, the first guer-
rilla organization in El Salvador’s civil war (Seeking 126).8 Founding 
the Los Angeles Comité Faribundo Martí and the Broad Movement 
in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador, Central American orga-
nizers coordinated weekly meetings of several hundred people that 
included teach-ins about the civil war and updated participants on 
upcoming demonstrations. Similarly, the Guatemalan Information 
Center (GIC) combined the functions of solidarity, anti-intervention, 
and human rights organizing with the promotion of Guatemalan 
culture, self-help, and LA-specific community organizing. Outreach, 
vigils, guerrilla theater, civil disobedience, press conferences, film 
screenings, and cultural events were tactics common to these com-
mittees and organizations.

Salvadoran immigrants helped form one of the most success-
ful national solidarity networks: the Committee in Solidarity with 
the People of El Salvador (CISPES). Within the organization’s LA 
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branch, Salvadorans found that their previous organizing experiences 
coordinated well with the coalition’s “Saul Alinsky-influenced style” of 
direct, face-to-face recruiting (Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla, Seeking 
130). The Network in Solidarity with the Guatemalan People formed 
a similar relationship with the GIC, seeking to break “a virtual press 
blackout” and change the perception that the US was not involved 
in Guatemala (Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla, Seeking 131). These 
national networks further stimulated opposition to US-supported 
Contras in Nicaragua and the military occupation of Honduras, called 
for an end to repression in Guatemala and El Salvador, and exposed 
official complicity with human rights abuses.

The Central American diaspora also mobilized around labor 
exploitation, contributing to LA’s resurgent labor organizing. In the 
1980s and 1990s, Guatemalan, Salvadoran, Mexican, and Mexican 
American workers spearheaded industry and service labor activism. 
Accounts by leaders of the Service Employees International Union 
(SEIU) “cited [Salvadoran and Guatemalan] activism and militancy 
for much of the drive of its successful Justice for Janitors campaign 
in the Los Angeles area” (Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla, Seeking 
86). Against the backdrop of an increasingly anti-union Los Angeles 
and the changing composition of maintenance staffing from African 
American to Mexican and Central American workers, employers 
hired unorganized labor, exerting downward pressure on wages and 
benefits. Drawing on immigrants’ previous militant union organiz-
ing, direct action became a crucial component of the organizing 
drives. Further labor organizing occurred through LISTO (“ready” 
or “prepared” in Spanish)—which combined domestic-services em-
ployment, job training, leadership skills, and advocacy on behalf of 
workers—and the Domestic Worker’s Association, both formed by 
Guatemalan activists. Although not exhaustive of the many labor and 
self-organizing efforts of Central American workers, these organiza-
tions and their actions demonstrate Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla’s 
argument that “the story of the resurgence of the labor movement 
in Los Angeles is in large part the story of immigrant organizing” 
(Seeking 105).9

I have suggested that in order to best interpret Tobar’s The Tat-
tooed Soldier readers must consider the problem of justice through 
both the character of Central American activists’ engagement—their 
militancy, creativity, and resilience—and their grievances. More 
specifically, in Central American immigrant politics we find a con-
vergence between opposition to US intervention and to immigrant 
labor exploitation, along with a resulting commitment to anti-impe-
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rialist organizing and to building powerful workers’ coalitions. But 
how does the novel envision the conjuncture of these twin projects 
such that the localized fight against economic exploitation and the 
transnational fight against US imperialism operate as aspects of the 
same imaginary?

The enormity of this dilemma occurs to Antonio following his 
decision to seek retribution against Longoria. In this moment, ac-
cording to the novel’s narrator, “They lived in an interval of history 
without courts, without the passionless procedures of official justice, 
and so this act had fallen to him, a man living on his own in a strange 
city, a homeless man” (229). This admission appears pessimistic. The 
passage represents Antonio as stripped of material attachments and 
demanding justice in a context in which no institution could deliver 
on his appeal. His opponent, Longoria, persists in a condition of trans-
national impunity: Guatemala rarely prosecutes soldiers or generals 
and its recent prosecution of one of the genocide’s key architects 
will yield former president Ríos Montt no jail time.10 Moreover, to 
acknowledge Longoria’s crimes in the US also means acknowledg-
ing the CIA’s and the US military’s extensive training, arming, and 
funding of soldiers like Longoria.

Antonio’s pessimistic ruminations point us to an earlier, similarly 
hopeless moment in the novel. In this earlier sequence, Antonio 
happens on an image that encapsulates his experience of precari-
ousness and incertitude and also brings together the transnational 
with the local, or the lack of labor exploitation in Los Angeles and 
imperial depredations in Guatemala. This image emerges following 
his eviction, several chapters before his intentions congeal on killing 
Longoria, as Antonio first begins to study the figures of destitution 
that surround him. Expelled into homeless encampment, Antonio 
observes, “All the people here seemed to have the same vacant ex-
pression and hunched posture. They looked like walking questions 
marks” (41). “Refugees,” he continues: “That was the term for people 
who lived like this, in makeshift tents, on barren ground. This was 
something new. He did not know that gringos could be refugees.” 
Antonio acknowledges that in his musings the homeless men and 
women “are what I feel” and are therefore potential fabrications of 
his depression and self-absorption. But the passage also maps Anto-
nio’s condition as a refugee onto the destitute of LA, imagining the 
city’s poor as refugees in their own right. Stranded in their poverty, 
these men and women’s economic situation reflects Antonio’s own 
dispossession, and they mirror his displacement from Guatemala. 
Moreover, the image shatters Antonio’s idealization of the US as “a 
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place of vibrant promises, with suntanned women in bikinis and men 
carrying ice chests brimming with beer,” fundamentally undoing the 
ideologies of “the American way of life.”

The critical edge of the homeless/refugee/question-mark im-
age undercuts cursory readings that might misinterpret its signifi-
cance as a mere symptom of Antonio’s despair and disorientation. 
Tobar composes these figures, simultaneously excluded from the 
gains of LA’s new urban economy and expelled by imperialism, not 
through their correspondence with symbols of defeat but through 
the embodied entreaty of the question mark. Like interrogative parts 
of speech, these stooped silhouettes do more than intimate absence 
or lack; rather, they bespeak a greater question for both Antonio and 
the reader.11 These figures demand that we imagine the conjuncture 
of anti-imperialist politics with the fight against austerity imposed on 
urban Los Angeles as much as they register Antonio’s powerlessness 
and destitution. If the insurrectionary energies released by the LA 
riots were spent on giving voice to the material and political poverty 
of the city’s underclass, then this interrogative moment represents a 
figure for the incontrovertible absence of justice: an image in which 
the agents of justice recede (as does the guilty party) and justice be-
longs, however abstractly, to the refugees and the destitute. Hence, 
the question-mark people allude to an expansive opening for claims 
to redress in which justice must be imagined. Serving a similarly criti-
cal and anticipatory function as utopia in José Muñoz’s scholarship 
on queer performance, interrogative justice “is an idealist mode of 
critique that reminds us that there is something missing, that the pres-
ent and presence . . . is not enough” (Muñoz 100). However, rather 
than propose a utopic blueprint for the futurities Muñoz traces, the 
question-mark people stand at the precipice of a utopic imaginary. 
This incomplete image is capacious: it is the negative outline of jus-
tice, and it encompasses the need to address the history of violence 
that pinions Antonio’s life in the US and the broader dilemma of 
capitalism’s refugees. Recalling his days as a correspondent for the 
Los Angeles Times, including his Pulitzer Prize-winning work covering 
the riots, Tobar comments: “I came to see Los Angeles as an imperial 
capital whose central core had been abandoned, left to the refugees of 
the empire’s wars, the detritus of the empire’s failures” (“Tattooed”).

Out of this refuse Tobar constructs an image of justice that sur-
passes his protagonists’ wounded attachments to the past and their 
personal stake in seeking justice. Rather than fixate exclusively on 
personal trauma, the interrogative mode of justice calls for redress 
that looks toward future liberation. Scrutinizing Antonio’s vendetta 
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from the perspective of this interrogative justice, his reprisal seems 
a peremptory closure on the imperative to think of more compre-
hensive forms of restitution. In other words, revenge brings balance 
by inverting the role of victim and perpetrator: by redistributing suf-
fering and liberating both parties through the annihilation of one. 
The figures of question-mark people—figures of Antonio’s predica-
ment, stooped beneath the burdens of lived austerity, imagined as 
refugees—also carry ponderous questions that enlarge the search for 
justice to the shape of the future as a consequence and expression 
of this need for justice. “What if,” asks Wendy Brown, “we sought to 
supplant the language of ‘I am’—with its defensive closure on identity, 
its insistence on the fixity of position, its equation of social with moral 
positioning—with the language of ‘I want this for us’?” (75). The im-
age of simultaneously economically destitute and stateless castaways 
in The Tattooed Soldier approximates the function of Brown’s “I want 
this for us” by beseeching us to consider the enduring necessity of 
radical social transformation, even as the image provides little in the 
way of anticipating its future form.

Notes

1. Caminero-Santangelo makes a similar argument, underscoring The Tat-
tooed Soldier’s failure to represent the provisional identities that connect 
the novel’s characters with other Latinos/as and other racial minority 
groups in the US.

2. Coutin sketches the idealism of Central American activism around 
residency and refugee issues: “Through both their manipulations of 
traditional models of citizenship and their invention of alternative 
forms of membership, Salvadoran activists and immigrants advocated 
a moral order in which citizenship and justice would be linked. Ac-
cording to activists, this order would include liberated spaces in which 
legal citizenship would be irrelevant to the distribution of rights and 
services. It would include an analysis regarding the connections between 
neoliberalism and immigration” (161). Coutin thus reconstructs a trans-
national, utopian ideal at the core of activism around refugee issues that 
she observed in her ethnographies of El Rescate (The Rescue) and the 
Central American Resource Center (CARECEN).

3. On his website, Tobar explains how he was inspired to write the novel 
during his tenure as a columnist for the Los Angeles Times: “In 1989, I 
wrote a front-page story about Salvadoran soldiers joining the stream of 
refugees from Central America to Southern California: a social worker 
at the agency El Rescate told me a story about a client of hers who had 
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spotted a death-squad member in MacArthur Park, which was the central 
meeting place of L.A.’s Central American community. That anecdote 
became the germ, many years later, of The Tattooed Soldier” (“Tattooed”).

4. One of Gonzalez’s primary claims in Harvest of Empire is that “the Latino 
migrant flows were directly connected to the growth of a U.S. empire, 
and they responded to that empire’s needs” (xii-xiv). At the turn of the 
century, the relationship Gonzalez establishes between the legacies of 
US imperialism and the flow of Latina/o migrants is best exemplified 
by the Central American diaspora.

5. Underscoring the absence of trenchant analysis on the matter, Davis 
argues that “[t]wenty years after the so-called Rodney King Riot, we can 
do little more than commemorate the deliberate reign of ignorance 
that has deflected every attempt to understand the deep causes of the 
complex events that unfolded in the last week of April 1992” (“Embers”).

6. The timing of this rally is ambiguous. While Tobar writes this event 
within the narrative present, in April 1992, peace negotiations between 
the Frente Faribundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional (FMLN) and 
the Salvadoran government concluded in January of that year.

7. Héctor Perla outlines the ideological cohesion between immigrant 
communities and revolutionary organizations in Central America: 
“This immigrant network helped the Central American revolutionaries 
disseminate information, recruit many of their earliest and best organiz-
ers in the United States, mobilize the community, and make connections 
with established U.S. organizations” (144).

8. Hamilton and Stoltz Chinchilla note the contributions of the Salvadoran 
population in Los Angeles, which “stood out for the degree to which 
they reproduced the revolutionary organizations operating at home” 
(Seeking 125).

9. Central American workers also fulfilled crucial roles in the International 
Ladies’ Garment Workers Union’s clinics, advising workers about the 
1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act and the 1995 campaign by 
the Union of Needletrades, Industrial and Textile Employees (UNION) 
to organize sweatshops and garment factories. Similarly, several thousand 
Central American street vendors formed the Street Vendors Associa-
tion to confront rampant police abuse and to challenge the laws that 
outlawed vending, which was for many “a job of last resort” (Hamilton 
and Stoltz Chinchilla, Seeking 96).

10. Ríos Montt’s various trials have produced multiple convictions for 
genocide and crimes against humanity. With the trials taking place 
more than thirty years after the massacres, however, Ríos Montt’s age 
and declining health have prevented courts from enforcing any jail time 
for his crimes.
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11. In contrast to my reading, Ortiz reads these figures “[a]s embodiments 
of both radical political dislocation (refugees) and discursive indeter-
minacy (question marks),” denoting the material and political dearth 
of bare life in contemporary politics (22). While I agree that these im-
ages highlight a negation that may coincide with Agamben’s work on 
the political status of life, I insist that the extant politics of the Central 
American diaspora requires that we read the question-mark people as 
bearing a surplus of meanings, not merely a lack but an imprint for an 
anti-imperialist and anticapitalist imaginary.
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